
design 
& 3D



We offer support and high-level inputs. With  
four in-house collections, 3D presentations,  
focus on sustainability. 

Design of basics and statement pieces, 
individual creations, capsule and  
complete collections.

design is
our strength



made by passion



are professional. Experienced design teams in all 
offices. Designers from prestigious fashion schools. 
Design hubs in Barcelona and Hong Kong. 

We provide market intel. We prepare analysis and 
moods, curated by our design community.  
Completely connected to the fashion world, 

we know the latest trend and implement 
them specifically for the client.
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our  
collections



four in-house collections 

and many styles
Cowboys & Angels is the collection for casual wear. 
For bottoms, shirts, sweaters, outdoor, denim, 
streetwear, and youth.

FRONT ROW is the contemporary line. Coats in 
high-quality wool fabrics, dresses, knits, fine 
fabrics, intricate cuts and finishes.

RECOVERED exclusively sustainable.  
Even the yarns and fabrics are made from 
environmentally friendly materials, often recycled, 
reused, or zero-waste.

ACTIVE8 is the activewear and sports collection, 
made of functional and seamless fabrics.



highlight 3D  

turn ideas into reality  
Without fabric, travel, waste, and packaging.

Infinite possibilities to vary designs, change colors 
and shapes. With 3D, we communicate among our 

offices, with production partners and customers. 
3D is a universal language.



the luminaries

One is the right software. The other is the right  

designer. There are several of them working here.  

Artists of the three-dimensional, bringing virtual  

creations to life for customers.



bank
You come with an idea, we offer you a range 
of possibilities in the shortest possible time. 
Why? Because we never start from scratch.

A look behind the virtual scenes.
3D Clo is the asmara platform where we 

share our 3D styles

That means:

each of our offices has  
access to everything ever made 

by asmara and can reuse or  
recycle it.



We develop them, source them, collect them. 
Each office has a fabric library, which is 
constantly expanded and supplemented  
with new materials. 
Our goal is complete sustainability.

We love fabrics



more 
sustainability
We are on the way to completely climate-friendly 
fashion. It's a tough road. 

Some of our customers are pioneers;  
they challenge us every day to build producers as 
partners who take climate protection seriously. 
Without compromise. Together we have to think 
along and work together.   


